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Abstract

DoD acquisition is an extremely complex system, comprised of myriad stakeholders, processes, people, activities, and organizational structures. Processes within this complex system are encumbered by the continuous creation of large amounts of unstructured and unformatted acquisition program data, which is narrowly useful, yet difficult to aggregate across the “enterprise.” Acquisition analysts and decision-makers must analyze this available data to obtain a complete and understandable picture. This is a kind of systems non-congruence which has been difficult to overcome. For those embedded within the complexities of the acquisition community, this effort represents a daunting, if not impossible, task. We will apply a data-driven automation system, namely, Lexical Link Analysis (LLA), to facilitate acquisition researchers and decision-makers to recognize important connections (concepts) that form patterns derived from dynamic, ongoing data collection. The LLA technology and methodology is used to uncover and display relationships among competing programs and Navy-driven requirements. In the past year, we tested our method using samples of acquisition data for validity. LLA was demonstrated to discover statistically significant correlations, and automatically extract the links that might require expensive manpower to perform otherwise. This year, we started to develop LLA from a demonstration to an operational capability and facilitate a wider range of acquisition research applications. The resulting methodology can facilitate real-time awareness, reduce the workload of decision-makers, and make a profound impact on the long term success of acquisition strategies by revealing the current status of acquisition programs, and connections within and external to contributing or competing interests, as well as inform potential strategic choices available to decision-makers.
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Executive Summary

DoD acquisition is an extremely complex system comprised of myriad stakeholders, processes, people, activities, and organizational structures. Processes within this complex system are encumbered by the development of large amounts of unstructured and unformatted acquisition program data, which, due to its enormity and complexity, is narrowly useful and difficult to aggregate across the enterprise. Acquisition analysts and decision-makers must, however, analyze all types and spectrums of the available data in order to obtain a complete and understandable picture. Considering the work that acquisitions systems must accomplish, there is a lack of internal congruence between multiple points at which the system should have knowledge of itself and of decision-makers who depend on aggregate information. Current information and decision support systems may not readily help overcome this difficulty, and they present users within the acquisition community with information overload and limited situational awareness. We believe that the application of a data-driven automation system—namely, Lexical Link Analysis (LLA)—can facilitate acquisition researchers’ data sense-making dilemma and help reveal important connections (concepts) and patterns derived from dynamic, voluminous, and on-going data collection.

In the past two years, we have utilized the LLA method to discover valid associations among disparate, unstructured data sets that would have otherwise required lengthy and expensive man-hours to achieve. The LLA technology and methodology were used to uncover and graphically display relationships among competing programs and to compare their features with Navy-driven requirements. In the past year, we tested our method using samples of acquisition data for visualization and validity.

During the Phase II research period (begun in 2011), we proposed follow-on research to the NPS Acquisition Research Program using Lexical Link Analysis (LLA). The focus was to develop LLA from a demonstration to an operational
capability, that is, a web service to facilitate a wider range of acquisition research applications. In Phase II of our research, we achieved the following:

- We developed a web service that integrated the capabilities we explored in Phase I of the research into an operational capability, which links the budgeting process through Program Elements (PEs) to the acquisition process via acquisition programs such as Major DoD Acquisition Programs (MDAPs) and Programs in Acquisition Category II (ACAT IIs), and to the warfighters’ requirements such as Urgent Needs Statements (UNRs) and Universal Joint Task Lists (UJTLs). The web service is a real-time operational capability of program awareness, the results of which could be periodically updated and presented in dynamic, 3-D visualizations.

- We applied the LLA web service to authoritative and accurate data sources such as the Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC; http://www.dtic.mil/), Defense Acquisition Management Information Retrieval (DAMIR; http://www.acq.osd.mil/damir/), Acquisition Resources and Analysis (ARA), and Selected Acquisition Report (SAR; http://www.acq.osd.mil/ara/am/sar/).

- We communicated with a community of acquisition professionals at the annual symposium and researched wider applications of our system.

We summarized the LLA methodology into a journal paper (Zhao, Gallup, & MacKinnon, 2011c) in five dimensions: (1) System Self-awareness, (2) Lexical Link Analysis, (3) Visualization, (4) Agent Learning, and (5) Network Analysis. The first represents a global view of the issue, and the other four refer to a set of specific methods and intelligent agent tools we use to resolve analytic needs within very large data sets.
Significance of the Research

Acquisition research has increased in component, organizational, technical, and management complexity. It is difficult for acquisition professionals to remain continuously aware of their decision-making domains because information is overwhelming and dynamic. According to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction for Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS; CJCS, 2009), there are three key processes in the DoD that must work in concert to deliver the capabilities required by the warfighters: the requirements process; the acquisition process; and the Planning, Programming, Budget, and Execution (PPBE) process.

Each process produces a large amount of data in an unstructured manner; for example, the warfighters’ requirements are documented in UJTLs, Joint Capability Areas (JCAs), and UNSs. These requirements are processed in the JCIDS to become projects and programs, which should result in products such as weapon systems that meet the warfighters’ needs. Program data are stored in the Defense Acquisition System (DAS). Programs are divided into MDAPs, ACATIIs, and so forth. PEs are the documents used to fund programs yearly through the congressional budget justification process. All the data is too voluminous, too unformatted, and too unstructured to be easily digested and understood—even by a team of acquisition professionals. There is a critical need for automation to help reveal to decision-makers and researchers the interrelationships within these processes (see Figure 1).

We have attempted to develop and frame our research efforts around research questions in the following categories: conceptual, focused, theory development, and methodology.
Conceptual

- How can the information that emerges from the acquisition process be used to produce overall awareness of the fit between programs, projects, and systems and of the needs for which they were intended?
- If a higher level of awareness is possible, how will that enable system-level regulation of programs, projects, and systems for improvement of the acquisition systems?

Focused

- Based on the normal evolution of documentation and on the current data-based program information, how can requirements (needs) be connected to system capabilities via automation of analysis?
- Can requirements gaps be revealed?

Theory Development

- How can a correlation between system interdependency (links/relationships) and development costs be shown, if present?

Methodology

- How can we use natural language and other documentation (roughly, unformatted data) to produce visualization of the internal constructs useful for management through Lexical Link Analysis (LLA)?

Lexical analysis (“Lexical Analysis,” 2010) is a form of text mining in which word meanings are developed from the context from which they are derived. Link analysis, a subset of network analysis that explores associations among objects, reveals the crucial relationships between objects when collected data may not be complete. LLA is an extended lexical analysis and link analysis. LLA can also be used in a learning mode in which such features and contextual associations are initially unknown and are constantly being learned, discovered, updated, and improved as more data become available.

We consider that the cognitive interface between decision-makers and a complex system may be expressed in a range of terms or features (i.e., a specific vocabulary or lexicon) to describe attributes and the surrounding environment of a
system. Here, system self-awareness, or program-awareness (Gallup, MacKinnon, Zhao, Robey, & Odell, 2009) allows decision-makers to be aware of what systems, programs, and products are available for acquisition; to understand how the systems match warfighters’ needs and requirements; to recognize relationships among them; to improve efficiency of available collaboration; to reduce duplication of effort; and to reuse components to support cost-effective management with greater immediacy, possibly in real-time.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.** LLA Seeks to Inform the Business Processes Links (e.g., From Requirements to DoD Budget Justification to Final Products) That Are Critical for DoD Acquisition Research

In precise terms, we observed that there were three important processes that seem fundamentally disconnected. They were the congressional budgeting justification process (such as information contained within the PEs), the acquisition process (such as information in the MDAP and ACATII), and the warfighters’ requirements (such as information in UNSs and in UJTLS). They were not analyzed and compared to each other in a dynamic, holistic methodology that could keep up with changes and reflect patterns of relationships.
There had been little previous effort to integrate the data in these three components. In Phase I of the project (2009 to 2010), we analyzed in detail samples in the three components, validated the LLA method using the large-scale data sets, and also successfully applied the method to discover the patterns in the data that were interesting and previously unknown to many acquisition professionals (Zhao, Gallup, & MacKinnon, 2010, 2011a, 2011b).
Results for Phase II

During the Phase II research period, begun in 2011, we proposed follow-on research. Our goals for Phase II were as follows:

- Apply LLA to larger-scale data and wider applications and employ parallel computing and dynamic, 3-dimensional (3-D) visualizations.
- Apply LLA to become a real-time operational capability of program awareness, the results of which could be periodically updated and presented in a web service.

We started developing a web service that was designed to integrate the capability we explored in Phase I of the research into an operational capability, which links the budgeting process through PEs, to the acquisition process via acquisition programs (MDAPs, ACATIIs), and to the warfighters’ requirements (UNS, UJTL, etc.). We implemented an LLA platform from which to periodically present all the information in a single view so that users can view the trends based on the data in each of the three areas. We gathered the most recent documents in three areas from the following sources:

1. PEs:
   http://www.dtic.mil/descriptivesum/

2. MDAPs & ACATIIs:
   http://www.acq.osd.mil/ara/am/sar/

3. UJTLs:
   http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/jel/cjcsd/cjcsm/m350004d.pdf

The web service described in Figure 2 dramatically speeded up efforts to collect the data. For example, each of the 24 sets of PE documents contained about 200 PDF PEs from http://www.dtic.mil/descriptivesum/, totaling about 5,000
documents. Manually downloading and extracting desired links would be very time intensive. By submitting several parallel jobs to the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) High Performance Computing (HPC) Center, the download took approximately six hours.

**Web Service Design**

![Web Service Design Diagram]

Figure 2. Initial Web Service Design

Figure 2 shows the initial web service design, detailed as follows:

- **Tomcat** (http://tomcat.apache.org/index.html) was used as the infrastructure to host multiple learning agents for the web service. A Collaborative Learning Agent system (CLA; Quantum Intelligence [QI], 2009) of multiple agents was installed in a single or multiple Tomcat(s). In Figure 3, the ARP web service is shown, hosted via http://disedev4.ern.nps.edu:8080/ARP, which is a dedicated server for this project at the NPS DISE lab. Eventually, we will move the service to the NPS HPC Center, where hundreds of learning agents will be hosted in the cloud computing environment to gather, analyze, and disseminate information in a massive, parallel fashion. The web service administration function includes the following capabilities:

  - **Peer List**: allows the current agent to list the peers with which it shares index and learning models
o One-click mining: uses only one click to index and mine the data stored locally

o Properties: specifies parameters used in the one-click mining

o Dashboard monitor: displays *lexical links* discovered from the mining process continuously

o Back to search: provides the capability to allow a basic search

![Web Service Hosted Using Tomcat](image)

**Figure 3. Web Service Hosted Using Tomcat**

- A single learning agent was implemented to mine the data that were gathered in each of the categories, for example, PEs of the Air Force in 2011, as shown in the one-click mining capability in Figure 4. “Path to Data” was used to point to the data stored locally. “Index Name” was used to store the search index and learning model generated from the data.
Figure 4. One Click Mining

- The indexes or learning models generated from Figure 4 are stored locally in each learning agent, as shown in the “Index Management” in Figure 5. A fusion engine is attached to a learning agent. The function of the fusion engine is to combine lexical links discovered from the local index/learning model with the lexical links discovered from its peers in a recursive manner, thus forming a combined view of all the data from the total learning agent network. As shown in Figure 5, when “Fuse” is clicked, the indexes/learning models selected (e.g., navy_2009, navy_2010, and navy_2011) were combined into one model.

Figure 5. Fusion Engine
An index or learning model contains the following functions:

- Lexical links are highlighted in the search results, as shown in the dashboard display in Figure 6. When a lexical link is clicked via “Investigate,” a search is invoked and the source documents containing the link are listed and highlighted.

![Dashboard to Display Lexical Links Discovered](image)

**Figure 6. Dashboard to Display Lexical Links Discovered**

- The key metrics of *lexical link* counts are used to measure overlaps and gaps between PEs, PEs and other categories of information such as MDAPs, UNS/UJTLs, and changes over time.

The fusion engine described in Figure 5 fuses the learning models and then groups the lexical links into categories to look at the links and overlaps among different services and over years in detail. As shown in Figure 7, a single category (theme), using a triple of word hubs of *Tactic, Combat, and Effort* as the category title, contains lexical links related to the category. These lexical links are generated from different data sources of PEs from 2009 to 2011: red—links only in 2011; green—links only in 2010; and blue—links only in 2009. The purple links are the ones that are in more than two sources.
Figure 7. Lexical Links Grouped Into Categories

Figure 8 shows all the groups in one view. Each of the connected links represents a set of features that belong to a group, such as “Tactic–Combat–Effort,” shown in Figure 7. As shown in Figure 8, the total number of features, features deleted, and features added (2009 to 2011) were computed, respectively, from the lexical links.
LLA networks are visualized using a set of commonly known social network tools such as Organizational Risk Assessment (ORA), shown in Figure 8. Another tool we explored is Pajek (Networks/Pajek, 20081), which is able to export a network in an X3D format and then display it in 3-D. X3D is a product from the Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation (MOVES) Institute at NPS for 3-D visualization and navigation.

**Social Network of PEs**

We have been using the initial implementation of the LLA web service in the workflow that benefits acquisition professionals. As an example, the fusion engine was used to construct a social network view of PEs. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the differences between LLA discovered linkages and those found by human analysts. In Figure 9, PE 0603721N is linked to PEs 0602435N, 0602782N, 0601153N, and 0603235N. Figure 10 indicates Program Elements (PEs) identified by human analysts. Titles for the PEs are as follows:
- 0602782N: Mine and Expeditionary Warfare Applied Research;
- 0601153N: Defense Research Sciences; and
- 0603235N: Common Picture Advanced Technology.

Figure 9. Social Network of PE 060321N
Figure 10. PE 0603721N Linked to PEs Identified by Human Analysts

Semantic Network of PEs

Compared to the links identified by human analysts, LLA was used to look into the links among PEs from all of the Services as a whole system; therefore, the links discovered were cross-Service and potentially overcame the cognitive blind spots of human analysts. For example, Table 1 lists the semantic network for PE 0603721N discovered by LLA. Three of four human identified links showed up in the top 100 of the LLA links, with 0601153N, 0602435N, and 0603235N ranked 33, 35, and 58, respectively.

Figure 11 shows a total social network view of the PEs using the links identified by human analysts for all the PEs for the 2008 data and a 3-D view from Pajek. PEs ending with an A were Army PEs, PEs ending with an F were Air Force PEs, and PEs ending with an N were Navy PEs. As one can observe, the links in Figure 11 tended to be within the Services; for example, analysts tended to identify Army PEs linked to Army PEs, Air Force to Air Force, and Navy to Navy. The cost of each PE in 2008 is illustrated as the bubble size. As seen in Figure 11, PEs within the Services were more cross-referenced, and the cost seemed inversely correlated
to the links.

Figure 11. A Social Network View of PEs With the Links Identified by Human Analysts—A 3-D View From Pajek

Figure 12a and Figure 12b show the social network and semantic network 3-D views of all the PEs for the 2008 and 2009 data using Pajek. The cost ratio of each PE in 2009 and 2008 is illustrated as the bubble size. The purple box shows a program that has a ratio of 1, indicating no changes of cost from 2008 to 2009. As shown in Figure 12b, which is laid out by the free energy of the network connections, with the more connected programs in the middle, larger sizes of nodes tend to be on the outside, indicating the correlation between independencies of programs and cost increases. The social network links marked by human analysts in Figure 12a do not reveal this pattern.
Figure 12a. A 3-D View of PEs Identified by the Human Social Network

Figure 12b. A 3-D View of PEs Identified by the LLA Semantic Network
Table 1. Semantic Network for PE 06043721N

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Connections</th>
<th>Node</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0003721N</td>
<td></td>
<td>00012123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>00000212.74</td>
<td>JET--</td>
<td>00012787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0000012.52</td>
<td>SEDIMENT--</td>
<td>00012824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0000014.53</td>
<td>CLEAN--</td>
<td>00012844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>00000001.78</td>
<td>DESTRUCT--</td>
<td>00012874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>00000010.77</td>
<td>SHIELD--</td>
<td>00012924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>00000010.78</td>
<td>JET--</td>
<td>00012924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>00000010.83</td>
<td>CLEAN--</td>
<td>00012934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>00000057.67</td>
<td>DESTRUCT--</td>
<td>00012954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>00000057.90</td>
<td>SHIELD--</td>
<td>00012954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>00000057.95</td>
<td>UNIFORM--</td>
<td>00012964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>00000061.53</td>
<td>GAIN--</td>
<td>00012974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>00000067.55</td>
<td>ARLINGTON--VA/N/U/RIGOR--</td>
<td>00012984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>00000075.54</td>
<td>ARLINGTON--VA/N/U/LABOR--</td>
<td>00012994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>00000075.93</td>
<td>CONTENT--</td>
<td>00012994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>00000075.97</td>
<td>JET--</td>
<td>00013004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>00000075.99</td>
<td>CLEAN--</td>
<td>00013004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>00000075.83</td>
<td>SHIELD--</td>
<td>00013014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>00000075.84</td>
<td>JET--</td>
<td>00013014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>00000075.85</td>
<td>CLEAN--</td>
<td>00013024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>00000075.86</td>
<td>GAIN--</td>
<td>00013024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>00000075.87</td>
<td>UNIFORM--</td>
<td>00013034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>00000075.88</td>
<td>SEDIMENT--</td>
<td>00013044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>00000075.89</td>
<td>CONTENT--</td>
<td>00013044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>00000075.90</td>
<td>SHIELD--</td>
<td>00013054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>00000075.91</td>
<td>JET--</td>
<td>00013054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>00000075.92</td>
<td>CLEAN--</td>
<td>00013064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>00000075.93</td>
<td>GAIN--</td>
<td>00013064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>00000075.94</td>
<td>DESTRUCT--</td>
<td>00013074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>00000075.95</td>
<td>FINISH--</td>
<td>00013084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>00000075.96</td>
<td>GOV--</td>
<td>00013094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>00000075.97</td>
<td>GAIN--</td>
<td>00013104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>00000075.98</td>
<td>DESTRUCT--</td>
<td>00013114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>00000075.99</td>
<td>GAIN--</td>
<td>00013124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>00000075.10</td>
<td>SEDIMENT--</td>
<td>00013124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>00000075.11</td>
<td>EXPECT--</td>
<td>00013134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>00000075.12</td>
<td>STORM--</td>
<td>00013144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>00000075.13</td>
<td>GAIN--</td>
<td>00013154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>00000075.14</td>
<td>GAIN--</td>
<td>00013164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>00000075.20</td>
<td>NORMAL--</td>
<td>00013174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>00000075.21</td>
<td>DESTRUCT--</td>
<td>00013184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>00000075.22</td>
<td>LABOR--</td>
<td>00013194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>00000075.23</td>
<td>CONCER--</td>
<td>00013204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>00000075.24</td>
<td>SHIELD--</td>
<td>00013214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>00000075.25</td>
<td>JET--</td>
<td>00013224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>00000075.26</td>
<td>DESTRUCT--</td>
<td>00013234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>00000075.27</td>
<td>GAIN--</td>
<td>00013244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>00000075.28</td>
<td>SHIELD--</td>
<td>00013254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the potential to discover human analysts’ blind spots in connecting PEs across the Services, we also observed that LLA might discover rare
features that two PEs might share. Table 2 shows examples of these links using the highlighted word hubs in Table 1 for the top four PEs linked to PE 06043721N.

**Table 2. Unique and Rare Semantic Links**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top 4 PEs linked to PE 06043721N</th>
<th>Titles</th>
<th>Semantic Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0602787A</td>
<td>Medical Technology</td>
<td>Jet lag, jet fuel exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0601102A</td>
<td>Defense Research Sciences</td>
<td>Destruction, containment in water, soil, and sediments resulting from military activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0603804A</td>
<td>Logistics and Engineer Equipment</td>
<td>The Army fights with clean fuel and drinking water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06032203F</td>
<td>Aerospace Propulsion</td>
<td>Non-destructive test, fuels and lubrication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Observations for the RDT&E Budget Justification Process**

We took a detailed look at the Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation (RDT&E) budget modification practice from 2008 to 2009, in an effort to see if LLA links identified among PEs and JTLs are correlated with the changes in the budget allocation from 2008 to 2009. Our observations are summarized in Table 3.

We observed that from 2008 to 2009, as shown in Table 3, the average 2009 budget change, in terms of percentage change for each PE whose number of LLA links to other PEs was larger than 10, was 14%, compared to 40% whose number of LLA links to other PEs was fewer than 10. The total 2009 cost change was $558 million for the former, and $434 million for the latter. This indicates the practice tended to reduce the budget for PEs with more links to other PEs, and to increase the budget for the ones with less links, allocating resources to avoid overlapping efforts and to fund new and unique projects.
Table 3. Budget Change Sorted Using LLA Links From PEs to PEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LLA links from PE to PE</th>
<th>Average Budget Change from 2008 to 2009 (in terms of percentage change for each PE)</th>
<th>Total Budget Change in Millions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>($558)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;=10</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>$434</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast, the same 450 PEs sorted according to the numbers of LLA links with respect to UJTLs are shown in Table 4. Overall, there were fewer numbers of LLA links observed, meaning that there were gaps between the RDT&E resource allocation and the warfighters’ requirements. For PEs which had at least one LLA match to UJTLs, the average percentage cost change was 10%, compared to 29% for PEs which had no matches. This indicated a need to consider gaps and warfighters’ requirements as priorities in the RDT&E investment.

We found that the total cost change for PEs with at least one match to the UJTLs was $735 million, compared to $859 million for PEs with no matches. We found this was due to the current practice which tended to cut the budget of the more expensive programs, such as MDAPs, rather than the less expensive ones.
Table 4. Budget Change Sorted Using LLA Links From PEs to UJTLs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LLA links of PE to UJTL</th>
<th>Average Budget Change from 2008 to 2009 (in terms of percentage change for each PE)</th>
<th>Total budget change in millions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>$735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;=1</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>($859)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These findings can be useful as validation and guidance for implementing Secretary of Defense Gates’ defense cutting plan. For example, Secretary Gates said the Pentagon must get “more bang for its buck and shift its focus to the military’s needs for the future” (Hedgpeth, 2010, p. 1). Top acquisition officials in the nation have been looking for ways to limit spending, identify efficiencies, and eliminate unnecessary cost. Secretary Gates also planned to add 20,000 acquisition workers to implement the cost reduction. The program awareness implemented via the LLA method can link warfighters’ requirements to the budget and to final weapon products, and can help all the acquisition workers in their decision-making. The use of the LLA method creates an opportunity for new acquisition workers to reduce the overall inefficiency of the 10% cost change, as opposed to the 29% cost change, as illustrated in Table 4, which focused mainly on the big ticket items such as MDAPs.
Status After the Symposium

Since the annual acquisition research symposium in May 2011, we have accomplished the following items:

- We summarized the LLA methodology in a journal paper (Zhao et al., 2011c) in five dimensions that are briefed in the following sections: 1) System Self-awareness, 2) Lexical Link Analysis, 3) Visualization, 4) Agent Learning, and 5) Network Analysis. The first represents a global view of an issue, and the other four refer to a set of specific methods and intelligent agent tools we use to resolve analytic needs within very large data sets.

- We prepared a Phase III proposal and tasks for FY2012.

- We started to work with potential case studies contacts to gather the data and prepare the analysis.

Summary of the Methodology

System Self-Awareness

We borrow from notions of awareness and advance the term self-awareness of a complex system as the collective and integrated understanding of system capabilities, or features. A related term, situational awareness, is used in military operations and carries with it a sense of immediacy and cognitive understanding of the warfighting situation. Here, system self-awareness, in the acquisition context, is a program-awareness (Gallup et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2010, 2011a, 2011b), which allows decision-makers to be aware of the systems, programs, and products that are available for acquisition; to recognize relationships among them; to improve the efficiency of available collaboration; to reduce the duplication of effort; and to re-use components to support cost effective management—with greater immediacy, possibly in real-time.
Lexical Link Analysis

Lexical Link Analysis (LLA) is an innovative extension of lexical analysis combined with link analysis, and employs enabled agent learning technology. The following are the steps for performing an LLA:

1. Read each set of documents.
2. Select feature-like word pairs.
3. Apply a social network algorithm to group the word pairs into clusters or themes. A theme includes a collection of lexical word pairs connected to each other.
4. Compute a "weight" for a theme for the information of a time period, that is, the number of word pairs that belong to a theme for that time period.
5. Sort theme weights by time, and study the distributions of the themes by time.

Visualization

We have been generating visualizations, including a lexical network visualization using various open source tools. We began by using the Organizational Risk Assessment (ORA; Center for Computational Analysis of Social and Organizational Systems [CASOS], 2009) tool and expanded to other tools. For example, in the past year, we developed 3-D network views using Pajek (Networks/Pajek, 2008) and X3D (X3D, 2011). We also developed our visualizations Radar view and Match view (Zhao et al., 2010).

Unsupervised Agent Learning

LLA uses a computer-based learning agent called Collaborative Learning Agents (CLA; QI, 2009) to employ an unsupervised learning process that separates patterns and anomalies. CLA is a computer-based learning agent, or agent collaboration, capable of ingesting and processing data sources, leveraged via an educational license with Quantum Intelligence, Inc. The unsupervised agent learning is outlined in the following steps:
1. Index each set of documents separately and in parallel using multiple learning agents. Multiple agents can work collaboratively and in parallel. We set up a cluster utilizing Linux servers in the NPS High Performance Computing (HPC) Center to handle the large-scale data and secure environment in the NPS Secure Technology Battle Laboratory (STBL).

2. Apply context lists for entity extraction: using word juxtaposition, context lists are provided initially to specify the contexts for who (people), where (location), and what (action).

3. Generate social networks based on entities extracted. The relation types are people-to-people, location-to-location, action-to-action, people-to-location, people-to-action, and location-to-location. Each relationship is linked with a set of lexical terms that are discovered automatically from the data.

4. Generate semantic networks based on lexical links from the text documents that do not contain the entities extracted from the previous steps.

5. Apply visualization and network analysis highlighted to analyze the extracted networks from Steps 1 to 4. Semantic networks, combined with the people social networks, will characterize the behavior, such as actions and events, of potential high-value targets.

**Social and Semantic Network Analysis**

Current research of social network analysis mostly focuses on people or organizations of direct associations, regardless of the contents linked. The so-called study of centrality (Feldman, 2007; Girvan, 2002) has been a focal point for the social network structure study. Finding the centrality of a network lends insight into the various roles and groupings, such as the connectors, the clusters, the network core, and its periphery. We have been working towards the following three areas of innovations in the network analysis:

- Extract social networks based on the entity extraction.
- Extract semantic networks based on the contents and word pairs using LLA.
- Apply characteristics and centrality measures from the semantic networks and social networks to predict latent properties such as emerging techniques that might dominate in the future. The
characteristics are further categorized into themes and time-lined trends for the prediction of future events.

Anticipated Benefits of Our Approach

The LLA method provides the solutions to meet the critical needs of acquisition research. The key advantage is to provide an innovative, near real-time self-awareness system to transfer diversified data services into strategic decision-making knowledge, detailed as follows:

- **Automation:** High correlation of LLA results with the link analysis done by human analysts makes it possible for automation, saving human power, and improving responsiveness. Automation is achieved via computer program or software agent(s) to perform LLA frequently—and in near real-time. Agent learning makes it possible to reach real-time; visualization correlates lexical links to core measures; features and patterns are discovered over time for the system as a whole. We can take advantage of the data in motion (Twitter and social media sites) and RSS feed data to build a better picture of real-time program awareness.

- **Discovery:** It “discovers” and displays a network of word pairs. These word pair networks are characterized by one-, two-, or three-word themes. The weight of each theme is determined based on its frequency of occurrence. It may also discover blind spots of human analysis that are caused by the overwhelming data for human analysts to go through.

- **Validation:** As we continue validating LLA by direct correlation with human analysts’ results, we recognize that using LLA to validate human analysis is yet another advantage of our methodology. For instance, LLA may provide different perspectives of links. In the acquisition context, links discovered by human analysts may emphasize component/part connections. They do not necessarily reflect the content overlaps; therefore, interdependencies of the programs identified by human analysts, for example, program managers, might help the programs to stay funded from year to year for the benefit of continuing the program itself, not cost reduction for the government. LLA looks for overlapping of the contents in order to improve affordability and meet the requirements of warfighters. Consequently, it provides better results in terms of trust, quality of association discovery, breakthrough in the taxonomy of ignorance, organizational boundaries, and organizational reach (Denby & Gammack, 1999).
LLA is related to a number of extant tools for text mining, including keyword analysis and tagging technology (Foltz, 2002), and intelligence analysis ontology for cognitive assistants (Tecuci et al., 2007). What results from this process is a learning model—like an ethnographic code book (Schensul, Schensul, & LeCompte, 1999). LLA, conducted over time, is related to the discourse space using quadratic assignment procedures (QAP; Hubert & Schultz, 1976).

A similar approach, such as the AutoMap (Carley, 2007), uses dynamic network analysis tools to process unstructured data. Although it provides a user friendly interface to visualize social networks and compute various methods related to the dynamic network analysis, speed and scalability is the problem of AutoMap, which was tested on small data sets.

LLA is unique in the ability to construct these linkages discovered via intelligent agents using social network grouping methods, thus revealing underlying themes found within structured and unstructured data. When compared with static word ontology for matching meaning, such as WordNet (2011), developed at Princeton University, a lexical dictionary of English terms and their relationships derived manually as a static database over a period of time, our approach is dynamic, data-driven, and domain-specific. Our methods, if conducted frequently and automatically, can reveal trends of the central themes over time, thus providing much needed situational awareness.

Another common approach in text analysis is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA; Dumais, Furnas, Landauer, Deerwester, & Harshman, 1988; Gorman, Foltz, Kiekel, Martin, & Cooke, 2003; Letsche & Berry, 1997) and Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA). A document is considered to be composed of a collection of words—a “bag of words,” where word order and grammar are not considered important. A recent development related to this method is called Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA; Blei & Lafferty, 2007; Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003;), which is a generative probabilistic model of a corpus. The basic idea is that documents are represented as random mixtures over latent topics, where each topic is
characterized by a statistical distribution (Dirichlet distribution) over the corpus. Our theme generation from LLA is different than LDA, in which a collection of lexical terms are connected to each other semantically, as if they are in a social community, and social network grouping methods are used to group the words.

**Plan for FY2012**

The research we have proposed for FY2012 will extend our previous work in the following ways:

1. Build at least two use cases of applications of Lexical Link Analysis Web Service for large-scale automation, validation, discovery, visualization, and real-time program awareness.

2. Demonstrate the methodology for assisting the DoD-wide effort of integrating and maintaining authoritative and accurate acquisition data services in both legacy and new platforms.

The following are potential use cases for FY12:

1. Integrate with authoritative and accurate data. We plan to work with Mr. Mark Krzysko, who is the Deputy Director from the Enterprise Information & OSD Studies, Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology & Logistics (OUSD[AT&L]). The OUSD[AT&L] provides the DoD-wide acquisition community with authoritative and accurate data services. Mr. Krzysko mentioned that currently, the DTIC, DAMIR (http://www.acq.osd.mil/damir/), ARA (http://www.acq.osd.mil/ara), and SAR (http://www.acq.osd.mil/ara/am/sar/) are good sources. Requirements data are not included yet. Krzysko stated that applying analytic tools such as LLA to data services will dramatically improve the quality of data, because the automatic analytic methods will not only discover new patterns that are previously unknown, but will also be able to examine the quality of existing data services systematically. It helps identify bad data and data independencies that could result from poorly collected field data and integration processes. The OUSD[AT&L] is also interested in semantic links discovered and correlated to numerical measures. We will work with the organization to improve web services, including the capabilities, as follows:
   - Ingest authoritative, accurate data sources from legacy and new platforms.
• Visualize and report analytics including lexical, semantic, and social links for the data. Correlate with core numerical metrics (costs, schedules) periodically and in real-time.

• Influence how data are gathered and collected in the future, identify core metrics, and identify bad data links and program interdependencies.

2. Analysis of the Acquisition Research Program data: We will work with the NPS Acquisition Research Program. We will build a use case of Lexical Link Analysis using all the acquisition research publications; for example, we will build acquisition lexicons, links, and themes over time (i.e., from 2003 to now). We have downloaded about 740 publications from the website http://www.acquisitionresearch.net and prepared for the analysis.

3. Acquisition risk analysis: We will work with the MITRE Corporation for acquisition. We will work with the organization using LLA for the MITRE’s projects, for example, Experimenting with Acquisition Strategies Using Gaming, and Composable Capability on Demand (CCOD) applications. MITRE has a list of keywords and requirements that they believe could form the basis of match matrix summaries derived from large collections of program documents. These documents will be categorized into risk areas that might contribute to the ultimate success of acquisition, which can be detected earlier.
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